The origin of eye hospitals
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Visual recovery in the early 19th century after surgery was no mirage—the benefit was a reality and was sustained

The word “eye” has its origin in Anglo-Saxon, probably from the Baltic languages, with the Friesian “oie” the closest precursor. In Middle English it is variously spelt as ighe, egh, eigh, and eie. It is not surprising that there is a town of Eye in Suffolk, and that eye hospitals are an Anglo-Saxon phenomenon. Their origin in the early part of the 19th century had been preceded by the recognition of the surgeon oculist as a separate entity on the 18th century medical register. After the inception of eye hospitals ophthalmology was accepted as an individual specialty. The earliest blind asylums in Europe coincided with the crusades, in Germany at Meiningen (1173) and in France the Quinze Vingts (1266). The latter was specifically founded to treat crusaders “afflicted by the burning plains of Egypt and Syria.”

Blind asylums in Dublin (1781), Liverpool (1791), Edinburgh (1793), and Bristol (1799) all preceded the establishment of eye hospitals while, in London, the Blind Asylum at St George’s in the Fields, Southwark, was contemporaneous with the Royal London Hospital for Diseases of the Eye and Ear, later known as Moorfields Eye Hospital (1805).

How prevalent was trachoma in these hospitals? The prolonged battle of Aboukir in Egypt in 1801 was accompanied on both sides by a severe epidemic during the summer months and, coinciding with scurvy, of a condition referred to as the “Egyptian ophthalmia.” This persisted among the forces for some years, it was finally declared over by the inspector general of the army Dr Franklin in 1805.15 Fifteen out of the 40 regiments involved at Aboukir came from Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. Both Edinburgh and Dublin had eye hospitals by 1811 and 1814, respectively. Dublin had the old Hospice of the Knights of St John at Kilmainham dedicated to the treatment of the military, where returned soldiers suffering from the ophthalmia received treatment. In London there was the hospital at Greenwich and the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the Eye in Cork Street, which dealt with the afflicted soldiers and sailors. A special unit was established in 1805 at Selsea in Sussex for the treatment of army personnel with serious ocular problems among which cataract was prominent.16 Sir William Wilde,17 in his historical review of epidemics of ophthalmia, records major outbreaks of the disease in the 18th century. He does not record an epidemic of Egyptian ophthalmia in the general population but mentions two civilian outbreaks between 1801 and 1805—one in London the other later in Leeds. Wilde also makes reference to an outbreak of influenza in Ireland in 1803, which was associated with ophthalmia; he says the local population ascribed the origin of ophthalmia to the military. Davidson18 ignores Wilde’s history of epidemics of ophthalmia and the evidence from provincial eye hospitals.

The census report for England in 1821 makes no mention of ophthalmia. Among the early provincial eye hospitals in their first annual reports both Exeter and Bristol refer to the treatment of soldiers with Egyptian ophthalmia but not the general population. Exeter, Bristol, Bath, Manchester, Edinburgh, Shrewsbury, and Plymouth all petitioned for support for relief of blindness among the poor without specifying any disease. It is significant that blind asylums were established long before the return of military personnel from Egypt.

The relevance of smallpox The reports of the Bristol Eye Dispensary19 between 1820 and 1832 provide details of the annual new cases of ocular smallpox. JB Estlin, the surgeon in charge, carried forward an aggressive practice of vaccination, often harvesting lymph from cows himself to be certain of its quality, all his patients attending had to submit to vaccination unless they had recovered from the disease. MacKenzie20 in his textbook in 1830, states that smallpox was a major cause of blindness and the official census of 186121 records smallpox as the major cause of blindness and commends the establishment of eye hospitals for the work undertaken to relieve blindness and the advancement of the specialty. MacKenzie devoted an earlier section of his book to an ophthalmia which is referred to as the Egyptian, the major part of this section he quotes from military surgeons.
the founding surgeons originated. The position in London differed socially as Saunders, Farre, and Battley discovered when founding Moorfields.

Eye hospitals had firmly established their base in society by the time of the 1861 census report. They were not without their critics.13 The presidents of the royal colleges supported by an editorial, and later an ophthalmologist,14 maintained that no part of the body should be dealt with in isolation. While the president of the Royal Society, Sir Benjamin Brodie, signed this letter, he independently suggested that eye hospitals should continue their separate existence. This may have continued to do, with distinction, over nearly 200 years. Their success, as judged by relief of blindness, lay with the acceptance of operations to form an artificial pupil and correction of ectropion, but more so with the advances in cataract surgery.
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